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Editorial
what will happen if the present crisis in the 
euro zone is not resolved? what happens if the 
750 billion euro umbrella should fail? these are 
topical questions impacting over 300 million 
people. the crisis ruthlessly exposed the fact 
that we have all lived beyond our means for 
many years and all euro countries are now tack-
ling their indebtedness with strictly trimmed 
budgets. It is doubtful, however, whether the 
recent savings measures introduced by the 
federal government will improve Austria’s 
prospects for a healthy future because the easy 
route was once again followed and long overdue 
structural reforms in administration, health, 
pensions and education were postponed, as 
they were before. Although the budget will re-
duce new indebtedness faster than expected, 
short-term comfort was again given preference 
over long-term wisdom – the responsible politi-
cians are obviously lacking long-term perspec-
tive and they especially do not have the cour-
age to make decisive structural changes sorely 
needed to ensure the future of generations to 
come! 

the world after the crisis is not the same and 
what is needed in particular after this sober 
realisation is the corresponding determination 
to act. Austria’s businessmen are demonstrat-
ing on a daily basis what can be done. they 
simply cannot afford to ignore future scenarios 
and keep on postponing decisions. An example: 
Competitive innovation will increase even more 
in future and good positioning in the global 
competitive market and clearly conceived in-
novative performance in all sectors are defining 
parameters for the competitive strength of a 
company. If, in view of this, the sales philoso-
phy should be completely revamped as from 
2012, the key decisions must be made right 
now and transformation must begin, otherwise 
time will run out. 

It is the responsibility of every gAw group mD 
to have a clear view of the future and to identi-
fy and define future challenges for his particu-
lar company, but retrospection is of course also 

Curtain coater working stations

paper manufacturers are increasingly deploy-
ing the non-contact curtain coating process 
also for applications other than in the field 
of special paper. since there is no longer con-
tact between the application nozzle and paper 
web, curtain coating technology is able to im-
part entirely new functionalities to paper and 
is already being used in the production of foils, 
adhesive strips, flexible packaging and labels. 
mayr-melnhof in frohnleiten, Austria, is operat-
ing the first carton machine in the world, de-
ploying the curtain coating process online for 
the application of a graphic coating. gAw is 
supplying the highly complex working stations 
for the curtain coater and a new challenge is 
imminent: Conventional curtain coater plants 
come in widths up to five metres – a Chinese 
paper producer has now ordered working sta-
tions for a curtain coater which will be a world 
first and unique in terms of its width.

KRESTA records double 
success in Switzerland 

KrestA was able to secure not one, but two 
new orders in switzerland:  Kresta is busy with 
a multi-million project near winterthur, in the 
energy sector, which is scheduled for comple-
tion in April 2011 and includes 375 tons of steel 
construction, with fabric filters and flue gas 
ducting. Another project assignment is carried 
out near Zurich for the pulp and paper industry, 
involving the reconstruction of a paper machine 
and installation of equipment. 

Banknote paper on GAW plants

gAw coating colour processing systems are 
also used for special paper such as banknotes, 
for instance. such special paper must comply 
with very special demands: It must be impos-
sible to counterfeit and remain stable even un-
der extreme stress. the surface of the notes 
is coated with a dirt-repellent layer which is 
applied directly to the substrate as a thin layer 
of varnish. paper thickness and structure re-
main unchanged. the working widths of the 
banknote paper machines are up to 2 800 mm, 
with speeds of 20 – 90 m/min.
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ArtEc – Innovative recycling plant 
for Ishizaka Group Japan

permitted – especially at year-end. In this re-
spect, we can look back on a consistently posi-
tive assessment for all our companies in 2010. 
I am particularly pleased to be able to report 
that ArteC already has twenty plastic recycling 
machines in its order books since our entrance 
into the market, both the traditional type as 
well as new product lines, and the current new 
acquisitions in the KrestA group were success-
fully integrated as well. In this editorial, how-
ever, I do not necessarily wish to highlight the 
companies but rather the people themselves 
– staff and managers who identify with their 
company and its basic value systems and whom 
we have been counting on for decades. they 
are the driving force behind quality, innovative 

flair and sustainable growth and it is these peo-
ple in particular whom I wish to thank here for 
their contributions over the past year, wishing 
them the energy and good health to continue 
into the future and its challenges!
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Working at an older age

Working people between 55-66 years in %

Iceland 84,9

Newzealand 70,4

Sweden 69,8

Norway 67,4

Swiss 65,7

Japan 64,7

China 64,5

USA 61,8

Denmark 60,9

Greatbritain 57,4

Finland 54,5

Ireland 53,4

OECD 53,0

Germany 48,5

Russia 47,4

Netherlands 46,9

Czechia 45,2

Spain 44,1

France 40,5

Austria 35,5

Hungary 33,6

Slowakia 33,2

Italy 32,5

Belgium 30,4

Turkey 30,1

Poland 28,1

Source: OECD, 2008

In autumn, KrestA industries took 
over the german industrial plant 
construction company eICKhoff 
gmbh in mülheim – a further step 
in the expansion strategy which 
KrestA has been consistently 
following for many years.

with effect from 1 september, KrestA in-
dustries took over 100% of the company 

shares of eICKhoff Industrie-Anlagenbau und 
montagen gmbh, in the german city of mül-
heim, from the german gmh holding. eICKhoff 
GmbH is active in the field of industrial repairs 
for the chemical and steel industries, where it 
supplies high quality components for compen-
sators. with a staff complement of more than 
140, eICKhoff generates an annual turnover of 
20 million euro.

Successful expansion of the market position

KrestA industries has a broad base in the stra-
tegic business areas of pulp and paper, the pet-
rochemical and chemical industries, the timber 
industry and environmental technology, where 
it focuses on large industrial plants. the acqui-
sition of eICKhoff gmbh enables extension and 
sustainable strengthening of the existing mar-
ket position in industrial engineering and power 
station technology as well as in the chemical 
industry and in steelworks.

“Complementing KrestA industries with eICK-
hoff gmbh is a further step in our company 
development, serving to sustainably position 
KrestA industries in all sectors of industry”, 
says franz Kreuzer, managing partner of the 
KrestA group

says the London economist in one of its col-
umns: “A pensionable age of 60 in an age-

ing society is not a sign of a particularly highly 
developed civilisation, but a cruel joke at the 
cost of the next generation”. But what does a 
country do, faced with an average retirement 
age of 58 and where the number of so-called 
“hackler” [long-term pension insurant] is ex-
ploding? It is not worried. why should it be?! As 
long as the increasing number of pensioners are 
happy - and there is always that thing called 
hope – not so?

The youth loses confidence

even if the politicians never tire of telling us 
that financing of our pension system will remain 
sound and our pensions are assured – hackler 
arrangements and early pensions are manoeu-
vring us into a hazardous imbalance and you do 
not need an expert to show you that the sys-
tem is bound to collapse in the medium term 
unless far-reaching reforms are implemented. 
Because, just as the financial crisis took hold, 
parliament resolved, four days before the Na-
tional Council elections, to extend and expand 
the long-term insurants’ pensions (i.e. “hack-
ler arrangement”), thereby opening a danger-
ous loophole for early retirement. Already now, 
only 9.9% of women and 21.1% of men in the 
age group 60 to 64 years continue to be gain-
fully employed in Austria. In total, 73% of the 
working population are entering retirement be-
fore the legal pensionable age! 

Another disturbing factor is the rising rush into 
the Invalid pension. over 460 000 of the 2.3 
million pensioners are classified as invalids – 
20% of all pensioners. Quite a paradox, con-
sidering the much improved health standards 
at the workplace and the progress in medical 
technology. 

the consequences to the general public are 
catastrophic. Austrians are enjoying their re-
tirement for a full 23 years and the taxpayers 

are expected to make ever increasing contri-
butions to the standard of living of those no 
longer working. today already, only 70 percent 
of pension payments are covered by contribu-
tions and especially the post-1970 generations 
are increasingly confronted by the reality that 
they will have to finance not only the pension 
of their parents, but also their own. 

Generational fairness?

Anyone who still insists today that the past suc-
cess of the contributory system guarantees its 
success into the future shuns reality and denies 
the generational contract. the high demands on 
the pension system due to constantly increas-
ing life expectancy, the progressively delayed 
entry into gainful employment due to longer 
periods of training and the low birth rates are 
self-evident and, as a result, 12 billion euro 
must now already be budgeted for annually to 
make up for pension shortfalls. twelve billion 
that are needed elsewhere already: in educa-
tion or child care, for instance. therefore, if 
representatives of senior citizens continue to 
insist on protection of vested rights and if our 
government continues to ignore the challenges 
to the pension system, the threat of cancelling 
the generational contract is real and retirement 
provision in its traditional form may collapse.  

Young Social Partners protest

the Young social partners of styria have re-
solved to, under no circumstances, stand by 
idle as their future and especially the future 
of their children is jeopardised. they are de-
termined to intervene and together try to take 
the “pension system” political football out of 
the hands of the politicians and place it on a 
more secure long-term base. they have three 
concrete demands capturing our attention:

More youth around the negotiating table!

the pensions Commission has the responsibil-
ity of guaranteeing the security of the Austrian 

pension system in the longer term and its mem-
bers with voting rights comprise three from the 
senior citizens organisations against one from 
the youth – giving the younger generation the 
voting powers they deserve in terms of the 
structuring of this system is a matter of solidar-
ity and generational fairness. 

Matching the actual to the 
legal pensionable age!

we are spending more time of our life not work-
ing than working. this increase in the effective 
pension drawing period is a serious challenge to 
the financing base of the pension system. The 
government would save 1.2 billion euro simply 
by raising the pensionable age by one year.

Automation of the pension calculations!

the pensions Commission is responsible for de-
termining an annual guideline for pension in-
creases but, due to its composition, it is virtu-
ally impossible to de-politicise the topic. the 
long-term stability of the pension system would 
benefit by the implementation of a model for 
automatic pension calculations.

At an average of 23 years on pension, Austrians 
are enjoying more pension years than almost 
all the other oeCD countries but, despite this, 
it is always the other european governments 
who are time and again announcing the future 
necessity of increasing the pensionable age. 
In view of its economic and social position, it 
is also time for Austria to face the necessity 
of honest discussions of the topic. the demo-
graphic development of our country does not 
leave us much time for re-orientation! 

KrEStA industries – 
successful takeover of the 
German Eickhoff GmbH

pensioner’s paradise 
Austria – or the great 
pension lie?

Austria is a country of early pen-
sioners – and the politicians are 
doing their best to intensify the 
problem.

1
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1  eickhoff team at KrestA
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The body unit represents a signifi-
cant contribution to the increase 
in operational reliability and 
flexibility in respect of mainte-
nance and service, also offering 
the option of schedule-indepen-
dent service. 

the upper Austrian engineering company 
ArteC is specialised in the manufacture of 

recycling plant for plastics, in particular inte-
grated recycling systems for application in fac-
tories producing plastic foil.

the following chapters roughly describe the 
ArteC plastic recycling plant process in order 
to provide an overview of its operation. refer 
to figure 2 for the operation of the plant as a 
whole

Step 1: Material shredding

A conveyor takes the material to be processed 
to the cutter, where the material is shredded 
by rotating knives and its temperature brought 
to the processing temperature suitable for 
the specific material. These temperatures are 
generally over 100° Celsius, where the water 
will evaporate and the shredded material dries 
out. As soon as the material in the cutter has 
reached the required operating temperature, it 
is pushed into the helical screw by a variable 
pusher which also controls the fill level of the 
extruder screw. this is optimised through the 
special patented interface between the cutter 
and the extrusion unit. see figure 3.

Step 2: Melting of the material 

the temperature of the processed material is 
raised to a defined melting temperature in the 
extruder screw and homogenised. the extruder 
screw has different heating zones to ensure 
even heating of the plastic. 

Step 3: Cleaning 

1) solids contamination

solids contaminating the material may be for-
eign matter such as paper, wood, mineral sub-
stances or similar. such contaminants are in-
tercepted almost completely by the melt filter 
strainers. 

2) gaseous contamination

gaseous contaminants comprise gases created 
by moisture in the material and the resultant 
water vapour, or vapours created by markings 
on the processed material as the colour evapo-
rates at a certain temperature. Different de-
signs in the helical screw region ensure that 
these gaseous contaminants are optimally ex-
tracted: 

s no vacuum unit 

V simple vacuum unit

DV dual, mutually independent 

vacuum units

DhV dual high performance vacuum; two 

mutually independent  

Step 4: Granulation concludes the process

After the melt flow has passed the filter unit, 

it is conveyed through a perforated plate and 

then, depending on material and machine type, 

it emerges in its final form after hot-cutting, 

under water granulation or strand granulation.

figure 5 schematically shows the division of 

plastics and their granulation. 

Body units are identical to production units 
and of the same quality as the original units 

which are generally in operation for decades. 
Body units are not fitted with the dispers-
ing elements such as rotor/stator and upper/
lower propeller, i.e. without the conventional 
production-dependent wearing parts; they are 
particularly advantageous when the operation-
al reliability needs to be increased.

Reduction of downtime 

experience shows that, after unexpected dam-
age such as the presence of foreign metallic 
material or mechanical defects such as bearing 
trouble or malfunctioning, it is often impos-
sible to repair the unit as fast as required. on 
the one hand, the required spares and wear-
ing parts are often not (or not all) in stock at 
the customer’s (increasing tendency to reduce 
maintenance resources) and, on the other hand, 
a full overhaul of the dispersing unit including 
bearing replacement, bearing seat rework and 

centring of the shaft (or the manufacture of a 
new shaft) and the execution of a trial run may 
take a very long time. If a body unit is in stock, 
however, the downtime is reduced to the time 
it takes to disassemble and reassemble the 
unit. 

the gAw body units are fully compatible with 
existing gAw dispersing units and are therefore 
1:1 interchangeable – all things considered, a 
significant contribution to the increase in op-
erational reliability and flexibility in respect of 
maintenance and service.

ArtEc – plastics 
recycling par excellence

GAW – dispersing units 
as body types 

The concept of recycling is defined 
as the renewed use or utilisation 
of products or parts of products in 
the form of systematic circulation 
of materials and energy.

COMPETENCES

2  ArteC recycling plant

3  from the cutter to 
the extruder screw

4  ArteC extruder

5  granulation system

Example: ARTEC “V” recycling plant 

The extruder comprises an extruder screw in two 
halves. The pre-shredded material from the cutter is 
introduced into the front section of the extruder by 
centrifugal force, from where it is conveyed towards 
the conversion zone through the extruder movement. 
The conversion zone includes an area where the depth 
of the helical screw is reduced to a minimum, which 
ensures homogenisation of the material. The screw 
depth thereafter suddenly increases again which re-
lieves the stress in the material. This stress relief 
releases the air and fluids from the plastics stream. 
The vacuum unit, which draws off this free air and 
water vapour, is located in this zone. 

The density of the melt is thereafter increased again 
and it is transported on to the metering zone. 

6  Dispersing unit as body type

2

3 4

5

6
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the VrANCArt paper factory has been in 
the business of producing corrugated card-

board for 30 years and is presently one of the 
most important manufacturers in rumania. In 
Adjud, approx. 3 hours by car from Bucharest, 
the company has one of the largest production 
capacities in the country, producing about 82 
million square metres of corrugated cardboard 
per annum. 

specially established centres for the collection 
of used paper are sending 25% of all used paper 
collected in the country to the Vrancart paper 
factory for recycling.

GAW has now, for the first time, been com-
missioned to supply the full enzymatic starch 
preparation and workstation and the feeder for 
the size press. 

gAw is furthermore responsible for supervi-
sion of the assembly and for commissioning 
and training. Delivery is scheduled for february 
2011.

The process

the starch is delivered to the factory in 1 000 
kg big bags, where it is offloaded and stored 

in an 8m3 hopper. this hopper has a vibrat-
ing floor to enable continuous dosing into the 
slurry tank, where the starch is prepared with 
a solids content of 30%. the enzymes are dosed 
into the slurry tank using a dosing pump. the 
starch slurry is then conveyed into the con-
verter via a pre-heating station by means of an 
eccentric screw pump. After the degradation 
process (having reached the desired viscos-
ity), a speed-controlled eccentric screw pump 
pumps the pre-heated starch slurry through the 
gAw jet cooker, where the starch is cooked and 
the enzymes are deactivated, into the starch 
supply tank. on entering the supply tank, the 
starch slurry is continuously diluted to a solids 
content of 20%. the supply tank has a double 
jacket to allow both heating and cooling of the 
starch slurry. the 20% starch slurry is thereafter 
diluted to 7-8% with hot water in the automatic 
gAw dilution station and continuously pumped 
to the two working tanks at the size press (one 
each for the top and bottom sides of the paper 
web).

the gAw dispersing units are the 
centrepieces of any plant for the 
preparation of pigments and 
coating colours.

A rumanian paper factory is 
equipped with enzymatic starch 
preparation and a workstation and 
feeder for the size press.

Dispersing units remain highly appreciated 
by our customers - whether in the prepara-

tion of complex product formulations for top 
quality coating paints or for the dispersing of 
pigment slurries with high solids content. 

Preparation of thermal compound

the most modern and economical production 
facilities for thermal paper are found in Kehl, 
germany, where they are operated using the 
latest production and coating technologies in-
cluding, among other, the high performance 
gAw dispersing machine which was supplied 15 
years ago and continues to provide service at 
a working volume of 4 000 litres. In autumn, 
the papierfabrik August Köhler ordered a new 
dispersing machine from gAw, to be integrated 
into thermal compound preparation as an ex-
tension. the dispersing unit operates on the ba-
sis of the proven rotor-stator principle, allow-
ing relatively short batch times to be scheduled 
without compromising product quality in terms 
of particle size.

Energy-efficient dispersing

KANZAN is a new gAw customer also operating 
in the thermal paper segment. It is part of the 
oji group of Japan and has a staff complement 
of 20 000 and an annual turnover of approx. 8 
billion euro. After highly satisfying results with 
the gAw laboratory mixer, they placed an order 
for the new CDs (Combined Dispersing system) 
equipment:

The dry product is introduced and finely dis-
tributed in the liquid phase with a rotor/stator 
overlap of 0% and a well-developed infeed vor-
tex. Dispersing at high shear rates then follows 
in combination with the gAw-Vst , continuous-
ly variable up to 100% overlap. the dispersing 
agent volume is therefore reduced, whilst the 
slurry stability and solids content remain high. 
the new rotor/stator geometry also requires 
less power, since the power consumption is only 
as high as actually required over the period the 
batch is prepared. 

thermal paper is a type of paper used for ther-
mal printers, coated with a heat-sensitive layer 
of pigments, binders, colour pigments, devel-
opers and ancillary substances on the printing 
side. 

GAW supplies a plant for 
paper factory in rumania

GAW dispersing units im-
press the customers 

PROJECTS

7  Vrancart paper factory

8  Combined dispersing system 
for oji group of Japan

9  Combined dispersing system 
for August Köhler paper factory

7

9

8

The thermal printing process generates a 
colour image through the direct applica-
tion of heat onto the colour reactants in 
the paper. The applications today include

printing of cash slips, receipts, parking 
tickets, admission and bus tickets, medical 
examination protocols and all types of bar-
code labels (e.g. on self-service fruit and 
vegetable scales). 
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selectively operating membrane 
processes enable recovery and 
re-use of substances contained in 
water.

Although conventional processes for the 
treatment of waste water can remove the 

waste water load simply and at low cost, it is 
not generally possible to recover and re-use the 
substances removed from the waste water. It is 
a different matter, however, with selectively 
operating membrane methods such as those 
used in the süd-Chemie Ag heufeld plant since 
2005. the waste water is cleaned here using 
state-of-the-art reverse osmosis technology 
with the result, firstly, that the cleaned water 
is returned to the production cycle and, sec-
ondly, that pure sodium nitrate is recovered for 
commercial use.

The Nitrea® project

Nitrea® is a combination of membrane tech-
nology and concentration, with downstream 
crystallisation, patent-protected by süd-Che-
mie Ag. Based on its sustainable combination 
of processes, the project was supported by 
the german federal ministry for the environ-
ment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear safety. 
the construction of the membrane plant was 
awarded to osmo membrane systems, who had 
supplied the pilot plant already and guided the 
pilot processes. 

the installation of the high pressure reverse 
osmosis system at Süd-Chemie was a first for 
osmo since a plant with these technical dimen-
sions had never been implemented before.

the pre-treatment and cleaning process stages 
initially strictly separate all the substances 
contained in the water which may be undesir-
able in the re-use of the sodium nitrate. the 
purpose of reverse osmosis here is to increase 
the concentration to a maximum since the en-
ergy effectiveness of the membrane technology 
is about an order of magnitude better than that 
of the evaporator. Against this background, the 
cost-effective tape-wrapped module technol-
ogy has been developed further to achieve op-
erating pressures up to 120 bar. 

Another function of the plant is to remove the 
nitrogen loading whilst maintaining strict in-
feed criteria. especially with low ion concen-
trations, conventional membrane technology 
often reaches its limits because the molecular 

structure of especially nitrate and ammonium 
makes these substances very difficult to sepa-
rate. with the installed technology, however, 
the generated permeate after the last reverse 
osmosis stage is of such good quality that it is 
used as feed medium for the existing Ve water 
plant. the remaining conductivity is less than 
50 µs/cm which is clearly below the conductiv-
ity of the well water currently used.

Nitrea® is convincing – based both on 
ecological and economic considerations

Deploying the Nitrea® process also makes sense 
in terms of business economics, as was demon-
strated in a direct comparison with competing 
treatment processes.

Although the conventional biological treatment 
of waste water clearly requires lower invest-
ments, the lack of the carbon source in the 
waste water would have resulted in compara-
tively higher operational costs. A purely thermal 
treatment could be excluded considering both 
the investment and operating cost aspects.

Key data for the waste water treatment 
plant (reverse osmosis plant)

Nitrate concentration - 
feed

1 - 100 g/l

Nitrate-nitrogen concen-
tration in the permeate

< 50 mg/l

Ammonium-nitrogen con-
centration in the permeate

< 25 mg/l

Sodium nitrate retention > 99,9 %

Nitrate concentration, high 
pressure reverse osmosis

> 180 g/l

Working pressures 40 – 120 bar

The technology can be transferred to other 
inorganic substance systems

Reverse osmosis 

reverse osmosis is a pressure-driven osmosis pro-
cess. membrane separation processes are physical 
processes which selectively separate small parti-
cles, molecules or ions by means of a membrane. 
the sizes of the separated particles are in the re-
gion of some microns down to one nanometer.

reverse osmosis is used to separate salts, or 
ions, from mainly aqueous solutions. reverse 
osmosis is used to increase the concentration of 
solutions or to separate aqueous components. 

semi-permeable membranes are used for this 
purpose. these have the property of letting 
through the aqueous component whilst block-
ing a large portion of most ionic components.

semi-permeable membranes are solution diffu-
sion membranes. Contrary to the porous mem-
brane used for microfiltration or ultra-filtration, 
the solution diffusion membrane has no holes. 
here, the separation effect is due to the charge 
carriers in the membrane and resultant attrac-
tion or repulsion by the electrical charge. this 
basically transports the permeating component 
through the membrane in three steps: 

1) Absorption at the membrane 

2) Diffusion through the membrane 

3) Desorption from the membrane

the charge on the other hand repels (equally) 
charged ions. this means that polar substances 
such as water or other polar solvents exhibit a 
high through-flow, whilst large charged ions are 
mostly held back. 

Depending on the membrane used, the rejec-
tion for table salt, for instance, is 97% - 99.5%. 
the rejection therefore varies with both the 
membrane used and the medium to be sepa-
rated. for many mixtures of substances, it is 
imperative to carry out laboratory tests and 
possibly even tests in a pilot plant before large 
scale implementation. 

oSMo – optimal utilisa-
tion of resources

PROJECTSCASCADE simplifies recycling of 
materials with varying characteris-
tics and levels of contamination.

since the spring of 2010, the new innovative 
product line CAsCADe has been included in 

the ARTEC machinery GmbH portfolio. The first 
manufactured and delivered plant of this type 
has now been commissioned (at the beginning 
of october) by ArteC technicians in Japan. the 
plant was ordered by the Ishizaka group and 
has been installed at Kumamoto on Kyushu, the 
southernmost island on the Japanese chain of 
islands.

Saving energy through flexibility

the main advantages of the CAsCADe type of 
plant lie in its capability to process a broad 
range of materials and its high flexibility since 
only those parts of the plant are operating that 
are necessary for processing of the material. 
whilst the proven ArteC recycling plants are 
designed as single screw extruders, the CAs-
CADe design has two extruder stages in series, 
with an intermediate filtering stage. The first 
extruder serves to melt the material whilst the 
second extruder incorporates a dual de-gassing 
stage (DV) for de-gassing the material. Down-
stream of the filter unit, the process features 
a melt junction where the melt can be routed 
either to the second extruder (cascade opera-
tion) or sent directly for granulation. this pro-
cess allows the customer to save considerable 
energy by not heating or operating the second 
extruder stage if the particular material does 
not require de-gassing.

If, however, the materials to be processed con-

tain substances which emit gas during melting, 

which must be extracted, the melt junction is 

switched to route the material through the sec-

ond extruder and its dual de-gassing stage. A 

second, separate granulation unit is arranged 

downstream of this extruder. 

to summarise therefore, it is possible to oper-

ate either the “short line” comprising cutter-

extruder-filter-melt junction-granulation or 

the “long line” comprising cutter-extruder-

filter-melt junction-cascade extruder-dual de-

gassing-granulation – in short, a machine that 

adapts to the material!

Low development costs 

despite high innovation

the development costs for the innovative CAs-

CADe concept were kept low by designing in 

existing ArteC components, tried and trusted 

in many installations worldwide. ArteC sees an 

enormous market potential for CAsCADe, espe-

cially for companies recycling different mate-

rials with varying characteristics and levels of 

contamination. this expectation has been con-

firmed following the highly positive reaction 

from customers to whom the system has been 

introduced already.
10 recycling plant CAsCADe
11 start up

10

11

ArtEc – successful 
commissioning of the 
prototype for the cAScADE 
product line in Japan
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gAw group demonstrates its 
impressive strengths through 
global trade fair presence. Apart 
from the expo shanghai, we also 
exhibited at europe’s major trade 
fairs. 

It is not simply matter of course 
that someone should spend a long 
career with only a single company, 
but it is also proof that spending a 
few decades with gAw can be 
rewarding and shows that the 
many years of professional experi-
ence of the members of staff is 
highly appreciated.

since it is a rare occasion for someone to look 
back on half a century of working for a com-

pany, gAw had more than enough reason on 1 
september this year to raise the glasses to a 
highly appreciated colleague. without a doubt, 
mr. peter stuffer is an important part of the 
exciting and successful gAw history and each 
left his mark on the other: 

After completing his occupational training as 
a toolmaker and machine fitter, Peter Stuffer 
completed a second apprenticeship as techni-
cal draftsman and, in those days already, gained 
first and important experience in process tech-
nology, especially since gAw ventured into the 
field of small chemical plant construction for 
the regional paper and cardboard industry back 
then. 

he was appointed as group leader in the De-
sign Department in 1969 and advanced to works 

manager in 1972. In the course of the gAw ex-
pansion and its entry into the global market, 
peter stuffer increasingly concentrated on the 
fields of technology, development and sales 
and is globally recognised today as an expert in 
matters of paper production and beneficiation, 
as evident by the virtually innumerable indus-
trial plant which he has planned and the ma-
chines and processes which he developed. he 
is also the proud holder of the Kaplan medal of 
the Austrian Inventors Association and an award 
by the styrian province for special services to 
the region.

through his enormous professional knowledge 
and ongoing tremendous personal engagement 
and commitment, peter stuffer remains a very 
valuable gAw member of staff to this day, for 
which imteam once more extends its heartiest 
congratulations!

GAW in the Austria Pavilion at the 
EXPO world fair in Shanghai

on the 13th of september gAw, together with 
representatives of the Jebsen company, invited 
members of the peking, shanghai and Changsha 
Design Institute to a VIp visit to the Austria pa-
vilion on the impressive eXpo shanghai site.

In an interactive exhibition including multime-
dia presentations, the visitors were able to ex-
perience Austria with an array of their senses.

with a site of more than 5 square kilometres 
and 630 000 visitors per day, the world exhibi-
tion is history’s largest and most visited. Ap-
proximately 73 million people have seen this 
exhibition of superlatives.

Strong KRESTA presence on 
this year’s trade fairs

During the year, KrestA industries had a strong 
presence especially on fairs with a focus on 
the pulp and paper industry such as the Imps in 
munich, the papierfachtagung in graz, mIAC in 
Verona, the pts symposium in munich and the 
papfor in st. petersburg.

the pulpaper in helsinki was on the schedule 
for June. the highlight of this year’s “trade 
fair year” was the Zellcheming in wiesbaden, 
where management extended invitations to a 
press conference followed by a customer re-
ception. 

KRESTA also participated this year, for the first 
time, in the trade exhibition within the framework 
of the VgB Congress ‘power plants 2010’ in essen.

Presentation of the CASCAdE solution 
on the Plastics Fair in düsseldorf

ArteC had a prominent presence at the world’s 
largest plastics fair in Düsseldorf/germany 
K2010 with over 3 100 exhibitors, where it 
presented the standard recycling plant pro-
gramme, with the focus on the latest “CAsCADe 
solution” and “green Line” developments. the 
visitors and customers showed an enormous in-
terest in the new developments. 

peter Stuffer – GAW 
congratulates on 50 
years of service

Great customer interest 
at GAW Group trade fair 
presentations 

FOCUS ON

13 gAw – expo shanghai

14 ArteC – plastic fair Düsseldorf

15 KrestA – focus on 
pulp & paper fairs

12 f.l.t.r. peter stuffer, 
martina fahnler

12

13

1514
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especially today’s ruling political 
generation lacks the courage to 
implement decisive changes in 
attitude. 

the KrestA summer festival was a 
great success once again in 2010. 
franz Kreuzer is elated over the 
awards received by the Carinthian 
province. 

the annual KrestA industries summer festi-
val was well-attended this year again. over 

200 of the group’s staff welcomed the oppor-
tunity to get to know one another better and 
exchange views and experiences.

the climax of the festival this time was the 
award bestowed on mD franz Kreuzer by Lh 
Gerhard Dörfler – the Großes Ehrenzeichen 
[honorary medal] of the Carinthian province. 

Kreuzer founded the KrestA company at the 
age of 26 already and proceeded over the next 
20-odd years to develop it into the internation-
al KrestA industries group of companies. for 
more than ten years, franz Kreuzer has been 
regional economic Chamber ombudsman in 
wolfsberg, co-founder and initiator of the La-
vanttaler wirtschaft society as well as on the 
board of the Industrialists Association in Carin-
thia and in styria.

the day of arrival was already packed with 

highlights: after a brief stopover on major-

ca, the next destination was Barcelona, where 

everyone embarked on a guided tour of the city 

directly on arrival. suitably hungry and thirsty 

after settling down in the hotel, the 36-mem-

ber gAw group invaded the restaurant “paler-

mo” where, accompanied by excellent paella 

and other spanish specialities and, not to for-

get the Sangria and Spanish red wine, the first 

day was brought to a jovial close.

on the following days, Barcelona was explored 

in small groups, with chance encounters time 

and again at attractions such as the gaudi 

church, the park güell, the olympic village or 

the La rambla etc.

These three eventful days provided “first im-

pressions” of Barcelona and the realisation that 

it is worth a trip even in late autumn – with its 

unique location on the coast this city, steeped 

in culture, also spoils its visitors with a very 

pleasant climate.

the federal Congress of the Young Industry 
took place in graz in october under the 

simple, but hauntingly urgent motto “Cour-
Age!” why do we no longer have the courage 
to make decisions, to leave our comfort zones 
in order to do what is necessary?

the speakers were in a league of their own – 
from participants in extreme sports to war 
journalists – and they in actual fact delivered a 
blow with each of their statements to the pres-
ent political and social mainstream – especially 
in Austria.

Acting, structuring and accepting own respon-
sibility – these are virtues which have been lost 
and have been substituted by waiting, schem-
ing and postponing. As the speaker Arndt train-
dl put it rather aptly: “we are all balancing on 
the tip of the needs pyramid and now even ex-
pect someone to build a handrail for us to hold 
on to!” 

But other quotes were equally apt and the 
question arises - do we simply look on or try to 
take matters into our own hands:

“What is missing in Austria is the education 
that teaches us to find the courage to 
implement things and to contradict the 
authorities, if we are convinced they are on 
the wrong track.”  
friedrich orter

“We have an advantage over chimpanzees: 
we have a cerebral cortex. We can suppress 
fear and therefore have better options than 
to simply take flight.”  
Arndt traindl

“In Austria, submission to authority is a 
much stronger impulse than moral courage.”  
heide schmidt

“People without courage adapt to the 
circumstances. The courageous try to change 
them. This is why we owe all progress to the 
actions of courageous people.”  
heinz Kurz

“The Sarrazin case demonstrates to the 
politicians what will happen if someone has 
an opinion out of line with the mainstream. 
This does nothing for the courage of 
politicians.”   
ernst sittinger

“A boat in the harbour is safe. But boats 
were not built for this purpose.”  
Chibueze udeani

the KrEStA 
summer festival

GAW on a 
Barcelona visit

courAGE! 

Barcelona with its many attrac-
tions is always worth another trip. 
the gAw company excursion 
turned out a resounding success in 
all respects.

16 front f.l.: franz Kreuzer, 
Erika Kreuzer, LH Gerhard Dörfler
Behind f.l.: martin Kreuzer, 
philipp Kreuzer

17 Barcelona

16

17
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Raj Venugopal 
GAW Key Account Manager

raj Venugopal, born in India, has been 
strengthening the sales Department as Key 
Account manager since July 2010. the fo-
cus of his responsibilities is presently on 
developing the Indian market and on sup-
porting existing and new customers in the 
second most populous country on earth. raj 
Venugopal already has more than 20 years 
of professional experience in the field of 
international marketing and sales under his 
belt and has in the past been working for 
renowned companies in the technical field 
in India, Dubai, germany and Austria.

Contact:

e-mail: venugopal.raj@gaw.at 
tel.: +43/316/2704-123 
mobil: +43/676/88704423 
mobil: +91/80560/47975 (India)

Andreas Steinhöfler 
GAW Sales

It is the goal of the gAw young talent de-
velopment programme in the long term to 
fill specialist and management posts from 
internal ranks and Andreas Steinhöfler, HTL 
[technical college] graduate in mechanical 
engineering, has been participating in this 
since spring 2009. After successfully com-
pleting the training courses in construc-
tion, manufacture, assembly, commission-
ing and procurement, Mr. Steinhöfler has 
been active for several months already in 
project management whilst also attend-
ing a university course on paper and pulp 
technology, all of which will serve him well 
towards his professional goal of indepen-
dently practising as a sales engineer.

Contact:

E-Mail: steinhoefler.andreas@gaw.at 
tel.: +43/316/2704-127

Walter Hummel 
ARTEC Management, 
Technology and Sales

In his position as managing Director, wal-
ter hummel is in charge of technology and 
sales at ArteC.

walter hummel, one of the co-founders 
of the company in 1998, has since built a 
reputation as an innovative technical ex-
pert with a wealth of knowledge in plastics 
recycling. In his position as sales manager, 
mr. hummel travels the globe to discuss in-
dividual needs with customers and to offer 
suitable solutions.

Contact:

e-mail: walter.hummel@artec.at  
tel.: +43/7228/6979 
mobil: +43/676/88704902

urs huber in the gAw jersey wins 
for the second time 
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Subject to misprints

on the beach of Cape tribulation at midday 
on the 28th of october, 66 competitors 

rolled across the finish line –each one of them a 
winner. they had conquered 1 200 kilometres, 
12 000 metres altitude differences and ump-
teen hardships through rain forest, bush coun-
try and outback, with potholes, sand, heat and 
wind. the Cape of tribulation was therefore 
the apt place to finish the 16th Crocodile Tro-
phy stage race. Although under the cloud of a 
tragic death and not without considerable tur-
bulence, the race for the coveted boomerangs 
was again characterised by its top class: “In re-
spect of the quality of the cyclists in the lead, 
this has probably been the best and also most 
adventurous trophy of all times”, concludes the 
organiser, gerhard schönbacher.

The same Podium as in 2009

In the final stages, the trio of last year was in 
the lead again. “I am delirious to have won the 

trophy a second time”, says overall winner urs 
Huber. In a blistering first stage, the Swiss rider 
managed to gain sufficient head start before 
bringing his uphill qualities into play in the final 
time trials and ultimately beating Bart Brentjens 
of the Netherlands, who had achieved three 
stage wins, into second place. the Belgian mike 
mulkens, although riding extremely consistent-
ly, again did not manage to win a stage but is 
delighted about his sensational defence of the 
third place on the podium.

Hans and Abby took it all

In the ladies section, the Australian Abby mcLennan 
took the honours – winning all nine of the evaluat-
ed stages. she was followed by Lauretta howarth 
in second and Nancy Carceres in third place. the 
expat Austrian hans Dielacher, returning to his ad-
opted home Byron Bay on the gold Coast, achieved 
maximum points in the m3 class and achieved 14th 
place in the general classification.

Estonians dominate the team scores

Led by the multiple tour de france stage win-
ner Jaan Kirsipuu, a three-man estonian team 
topped the team scores. the superstar was also 
in the lead from the first day to the last in terms 
of the general classification for the Masters. 

Crossing the finish line with grazed arms and 
tired knees but with great memories, many 
contemplated the next time and said: Never 
say never!

GAW on the victory 
rostrum at the crocodile 
trophy 2010 

1818 third from the rigth: urs huber 
- winner of the Crocodile trophy

Foto: Crocodile Trophy 2010


